walk these plain verges,
these lines of life,
a continuous conversation with
the past
in our post-modern lives

The verge accompanies us along our travels through the landscape, often
unnoticed and undervalued. It is a remnant of the commons, land which
we used to walk and work as a fundamental part of our lives. Recently
the verge has become a place of refuge for previously common plants,
as well as providing a space where people feel free to be creative. There
is a constant duality with this ‘Cinderella space’(i); it is both an ignored
range of habitats where nature can flourish and a highly controlled area
of managed landscape. This liminal space is both an edge, a boundary
which is often contested, as well as being a link, a connecting corridor
for plants, animals and habitats and a way of connecting people with the
intimacies of the natural world.
Exploring how art can bring a deeper awareness of the natural world and
our interactions with it and the importance of this in relation to our inner
psychological wellbeing is the core aim of this project.

ON THE EDGE by Morag Henriksen
I’ve pulled out of the fast track,
abandoned the slow lane,
I’ve left the hard shoulder for the broken-down wrecks,
I’m on the embankment
alongside the motorway
walking the grass.
The ratrace roars by like the rush of a river,
Adrenalin, diesel and stress
but up here are daisies
and flowers of the meadow.
A kestrel hangs whirring,
his eye on a field-mouse
and far, far above me
a skylark is singing.

All the poems, quotes and texts were written during the sessions except for the poem
On the Edge, which was written previously. Where possible I have credited the speaker,
most comments rose out of communal writing exercises or as the result of conversations
during the making sessions.
Thanks for support and collaborative opportunities to Edinbane Community Company who funded specific aspects of this project, Aros who
supported and promoted early verge walks through the Tha Seo Math Dhuibh project,
the Skye cycle way group, Edinbane Community Hall, Rag Tag and Textile, Skye Botany
Group, U3A and Moira Forsyth for indigo dying
Photographs by – C.Davis, C.Dear, S.Larson, C.Stammers, S.Timmins

(i) term coined by a participant

‘when on the edge, there is room for expansion’

‘without an edge there is a little bit of chaos - it kind of throws
you when there is no edge’ Michelle

edges: are resources
edges: encourage diversity
edges: are entangled

Becoming more aware of what is in our own verges, close noticing,
means that we become more aware of the shifting baselines around us.
We become more mindful of our deeply entangled and interdependent
relationships with the natural world. The verge provides us with a
cultivated wild on our doorstep, as 'the wilderness is everywhere...but at
the same time... the whole world now is cultivated' (Shepheard 1997:9).
The verge is as chameleon, both /and, it is a place of possibilities.
'society is like an amoeba it moves from the margins not from the centre'

plantlife the UK charity are running a verge campaign at present raising awareness of
the issues - www.plantlife.love-wildflowers.org.uk/roadvergecampaign
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VERGE:notes is printed in an edition of 50
www.carolinedear.co.uk

species populations and that this reduced range then becomes the baseline
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Shifting baseline refers to the loss over time of species and of the reduction in
Shepheard,P. (1997) The cultivated wilderness or, what is landscape? London:
MIT Press
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‘you need to stop on the path to be mindful of the verge’

the vivid yellow ragwort
sways gently at the roadside
extraordinary in it’s ordinariness
it’s presence everlasting
On the verge, exploring marginal spaces and their role in linking communities and
their ecologies is a year long project running from April 2019 until April 2020 on the
Isle of Skye, Scotland. This project was developed by artist Caroline Dear as part of her
MA Art and Social Practice based at the Centre for Rural Creativity, Shetland, part of the
University of the Highlands and Islands.
This is a multilayered project with several overlapping elements. Each element has
involved people in different ways, encouraging people to notice, to look closely and to
question aspects of the roadside verge. The project began with a number of walks both
with groups and with individuals, moved into a series of making and sharing sessions
then into a mapping phase. This printed edition of VERGE:notes is one of these mapping
outputs.
The background of this VERGE:notes shows the two communal weavings which
developed in the making sessions with two groups, one in Portree and one in Edinbane.
They are each approx 1m by 1m and are made from natural materials found along the
verges. These weavings formed as a sort of map connecting the makers together whilst
sharing stories and discussing the verge.

notes

‘I came to the end of my rope
the end of the road
vulnerable but unafraid’

She made a breathing space
She needed a place to share her grief
A shrine on the coffin road
Held the fibres of her life

‘the other day I saw an old guy with his bike,
he was picking blackberries on the verge and
I thought I haven’t seen that for ages’

‘the verge is the agreed symbolic consensus
of the edge which is wild’

‘it marks the edge of freedom, you can pass
through the verge to openness - marking the
edge of ownership to freedom…’

‘wildlife refuge and corridor - alternative living space place for alternative art - footpaths - wild flowers - foraging - a resting place - link between town and country’
‘you need to be adaptable if you
are on the edge, you need to be
strong to live on the edge’ Sandy

tail - blackcurrant - horse chestnut - gean - rhododendron ---- this is a list of plants found along three hundred yards along the verge in fanks on the isle of skye on sunday 18th august 2019

arrowgrass - marsh woundwort - wych elm - tufted rush - bush vetch - marsh cinquefoil - dog violet - bindweed - jointed rush - sweet cicely - oval sedge - sow thistle - timothy grass - common bent - crested dog’s

rush - perennial rye grass - greater bird’s foot trefoil - lodge pole pine - yellow loosestrife - aspen - goat willow - rosa rugosa - london pride - osier - yellow rattle - annual pearlwort - marsh ragwort - red clover - sea

birch - knapweed - hazel - wavy hair grass - northern marsh orchid - common spotted orchid - heath spotted orchid - eyebright - viviparous sheep’s fescue - wild strawberry - cleavers - marsh cudweed - holly - toad

eared willow - creeping willow - autumn hawkbit - common ragwort - rowan - bog stitchwort - devil’s-bit scabious - dandelion - lime - deergrass - common nettle - common valerian - marsh violet - sneezewort - downy

grass - silverweed - tormentil - primrose - selfheal - meadow buttercup - lesser spearwort - creeping buttercup - gooseberry - dog rose - bramble - raspberry - common sorrel - sheep’s sorrel - broad-leaved dock -

- yellow pimpernel - pineapple weed - purple moor-grass - bog-myrtle - bog asphodel - lemon scented fern - lousewort - beech fern - scots pine - ribwort plantain - greater plantain - sea plantain - annual meadow-

heath bedstraw - herb-robert - hogweed - hawkweed - yorkshire-fog - slender st john’s-wort - cat’s-ear - yellow iris - compact rush - soft-rush - heath rush - meadow vetchling - honeysuckle - common bird’s-foot-trefoil

sedge - carnation sedge - rosebay willowherb - cotoneaster - hawthorn - montbretia - foxglove - male-fern - broad-leaved willowherb - bell heather - cross-leaved heath - red fescue - meadowsweet - ash - fuschia -

yarrow - ground elder - bugle - smooth lady’s mantle - alder - wild angelica - sweet vernal grass - false oat-grass - lady-fern - daisy - hard fern - heather - marsh marigold - common yellow-sedge - star sedge - common

‘it was a verdant exchange between the bramble and the generous evergreen’
everyone’s views of Edinbane are different
but some memories are riotous as the gorse in spring

‘this is wonderful - it is so rich it feels like I
am plaiting the verge’ Helen

‘I was definitely struck today by how colourful
the verge was - I thought it was only like this
in summer’ Ali

I am an ecowarrior
see the greenery about me
all eco survivors
random and free
just like me’

‘noticing the verge from the bus I see clearly
the different layers for the flowers to grow,
smaller ones and larger ones where it is not
so strimmed back - there is a plant for every
situation’ Sandy

‘it was a revelation to see how many plants
there are that I just wasn’t aware of, it was
interesting, I normally notice the flashy
things like ragwort and meadowsweet but it
was good to see the huge variety that there
are‘ Chris

On broadleaf willowherb
‘this is one plant I knew should
be pulled up but last time I felt
perplexed when I saw everyone
admiring it, seeing it’s beauty and
value as it grew in a small crack on
the side of the road, and I wondered
what is wrong with me that I can’t
see it?’ Meg

‘the restless roadside, a refuge and resource, running riotous with rushes and ragwort, reeds, ragged robin and rampant roses’

along and along the everlasting roadside I noticed how extraordinary and vivid
the gentle verge beside me

